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Ready For Revolution The Life And
Struggles Of Stokely Carmichael
Kwame Ture

One of the most important exponents of Situationist
ideas, this treatise presents an impassioned critique of
modern capitalism and serves as a cornerstone of
modern radical thought. Originally published in early
1968, the book both kindled and colored the May 1968
upheavals in France that captured the attention of the
world. In the political climate of today, Raoul
Vaneigem’s important work of radical anticapitalist
thought has struck a new chord with the worldwide
Occupy Movement. Naming and defining the alienating
features of everyday life in consumer society—survival
rather than living in full, the call to sacrifice, the
cultivation of false needs, the dictatorship of the
commodity, subjection to social roles, and the
replacement of God by the economy—the book argues
that the countervailing impulses that exist deep within
this alienation, such as creativity, spontaneity, and
poetry, present an authentic alternative to nihilistic
consumerism. This carefully edited new translation
marks the first North American publication of this
important work and includes a new preface by the author
and a translator’s note.
Upton Sinclair, one of America's foremost and most
prolific authors, addresses the cultivation of the mind and
the body in this 1922 volume. Sinclair's goal was to
attempt to tell the reader how to live, how to find health,
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happiness and success, and how to develop fully both
the mind and the body. Part One: The Book of the Mind
covers such subjects as faith, reason, morality, and the
subconscious. Part Two: The Book of the Body develops
such subjects as errors in diet, the fasting cure, food and
poisons, work and play, and diseases and their cures .
Little Boys have secrets, Most secrets don't hurt, Men in
high places want this secret - They will Kill for it - The
First Book of the Jeremy Ruhl saga! The son of the
English explorer Lord Baron Ruhl, Jeremy Ruhl, is lost in
America. In the late 1800's The civil war is over, balloons
dot the skies of Europe, and a boy begins an adventure!
The original masterpiece of Action and adventure as
Jeremy Ruhl, raised as a prince, and his friends want to
find adventure, their adventure turns into a nightmare
because of a secret Jeremy does not even know about,
and people will kill for for that secret. 412 Pages of pure
action and adventure. Rated YA 10 and up, some mild
violence.
A biography of John Adams with emphasis on his role in
the American Revolution.
Discover the wonder of a life with God you can't contain.
The pages of scripture are full of ordinary people who
walked with God as he poured himself out through them
to a world in need. What if God never changed? What if
he is still speaking to us and longing to work
miraculously through us? What if it isn't a matter of more
training or effort but simply receiving and releasing
everything he already purchased? "Life in the Overflow"
invites you to know God intimately as your Daddy in a
way that spills out of you naturally. Filled with disarming
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honesty and fervent expectation, this book mirrors a
reflection of who you are, who your God is and what he
actually longs to do through "ordinary, messy kids"
today!
Head of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee. Honorary prime minister of the Black
Panther Party. Bestselling author. Stokely Carmichael
(Kwame Ture) is an American legend, one whose work
as a civil rights leader fundamentally altered the course
of history -- and our understanding of Pan-Africanism
today. Ready for Revolution recounts the extraordinary
course of Carmichael's life, from his Trinidadian youth to
his consciousness-raising years in Harlem to his rise as
the patriarch of the Black Power movement. In his own
words, Carmichael tells the story of his fight for social
justice with candor, wit, and passion -- and a cast of
luminaries that includes James Baldwin, Toni Morrison,
Bayard Rustin, Martin Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks,
Malcolm X, Ho Chi Minh, and Fidel Castro, among
others. Carmichael's personal testimony captures the
pulse of the cultural upheavals that characterize the
modern world. This landmark, posthumously published
autobiography reintroduces us to a man whose love of
freedom fueled his fight for revolution to the end.
This book is written in the style of the great Napoleon
Hill. Think about this. With all of the success books out
there, why don't we have more successful people? Too
many success books simply rehash conventional
wisdom. The truly great success books, such as
Napoleon Hill's "Think and Grow Rich", instead enable
life-challenging success breakthroughs because they
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identify and describe in powerful detail the thinking
patterns and principles of the world's most successful
individuals. The only way to do this is to study the world's
most successful individuals, as Napoleon Hill has done.
And as I have done as well. For over two decades, I
have devoted myself to studying and interviewing the
most successful individuals across varying fields so that I
could see and learn for myself the principles which sets
them apart in terms of their success. And that is what I
share with you here. Get ready to throw out many of the
things that you thought you knew about success. Let's
start at the beginning with a simple truth. Success is
hard. Very Hard. Very very very hard. We all know that,
once we have had a little bit of experience and are
honest with ourselves. We all want to be more
successful, but let's face it, sometimes we just don't
know how. It's because, as they say, "We don't know
what we don't know." So we make the same mistakes
over and over again(often without fully realizing it until
later). And then we blame ourselves(or others) in regard
to why things didn't turn out as we had hoped, or
planned. It's this simple. If you want to increase your
level of success, read this book. We all go through the
same struggles. This book-simply but powerfully - is your
instruction manual on how to overcome them. Read this
book and in 60 days you won't even recognize the
person you used to be. And neither will your family and
friends. This is the type of change that allows you to get
the things you really want in life. The things previously
outside your reach. The things you saw others gain and
achieve, but never seemed to be able to get for yourself.
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That can change today. We all know that a few better
ideas can accelerate one's success substantially.
Successful people take their better ideas and know how
to leverage them further - and execute them better than
other people do. Once you understand the processes
that successful people utilize to do this, you can very
quickly ramp up your own success as well. Everybody
struggles. Successful people struggle just like
unsuccessful people but they learn and use the success
principles to overcome the difficulties in their lives to
reach their goals. Success breeds confidence, making it
easier overtime. If you don't want to keep making the
same mistakes over and over again, you need to
understand and understand well what these success
principles are. That is what this book provides to you.
It's time to take charge of your life--and do that thing
you've always wanted to do. Personal (R)evolution is
your very own life coach in your pocket. Best-selling
author and coach Allison Task will help you take control
of your life and move from where you are now to where
you want to be. Inside this refreshing how-to book filled
with humor, inspiration, real-world client examples and
tools, Task will help you: Create a clear vision for what
you want out of life, so you know where you're going and
why you're going there. Remove the frustrating blocks
that are holding you back from achieving your goals and
replace them with positivity, possibility, and momentum.
Develop a detailed weekly action plan that will drive you
to where you want to be. Build and nurture the network
that will help you create your future. This book is your
step-by- step guidebook to clarify the vision you have for
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yourself, believe that it's possible, and pursue it. If you're
ready to go after a better life, you are ready for Personal
(R)evolution.
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of betrayal
with his desire to understand his life. His hopes of uncovering
the secrets revealed in his father's journals are quickly
dashed, and he works with a private investigator to discover
the truth. Worry about his wife, Sarah, combines with his
efforts to cope with his childhood trauma, an unexpected
death, and the recent revelations. His obsession with the past
threatens to destroy his stable life. Meanwhile, Sarah and her
father, Tristan, continue to combat the lingering discord that
developed between them years before but refuse to take their
main focus from Daniel. As he reviews his biological father's
efforts to be a good man, Daniel searches for a way to
comprehend shocking disclosures. He questions his own
goodness as he fights not to emotionally withdraw from those
around him, especially the two people he knows will always
love him, Sarah and Tristan.
Are you ready for a revolution? For years, the church has
taught holiness as renunciation instead of relationship: listing
things that good Christians must give up, rather than all that
we gain by choosing Jesus. Author, artist, and podcaster,
Jamie Lyn Wallnau tackles the topic of holiness for her fellow
millennials. She makes the bold claim that a life set apart is
the only path to true, abiding fulfilment. Jamie Lyn teaches
that the Jesus-devoted life treasures Him as the greatest
good, and pursues Him above all else. Written from a heart
abandoned to God, Holy Revolution teaches readers to:
Enjoy Jesus’ Presence over distraction. Trust and
experience the Promise Keeper in the midst of delay and
discouragement. Experience the freedom of friendship with
God. Use simple, conversational prayer as a powerful
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weapon. Live in victory over temptation through total
satisfaction in Jesus. Influence culture through words and
example. Discover the freedom and joy of a life set apart. Will
you choose Jesus today?
All fiction is character-driven, according to William Bernhardt.
How can you use characters to create dynamic fiction that will
captivate readers? This book explains the relationship
between character and plot, and how the perfect melding of
the two produces a mesmerizing story.
Offers a narrative chronicle of race in the United States and
the successes, failures, and stalemates of African American
leaders in the past fifty years.
The personal story of the civil rights leader's work and life,
published to coincide with the fifth anniversary of his death,
discusses his witness to and experiences with the prison
farms and lynch mobs of Mississippi, the firefights and
political activism of the African liberation wars, and the efforts
of Black Power and Pan-Africanism. 40,000 first printing.
A book about the life and time of a preacher's kid who goes
through life lost, even though she has grown up in church.
Church is not really what she focused on throughout life. As a
girl, I paid more attention to all the boys. As a woman had
struggled with drugs, men, more drugs and all kinds of nonspiritual things that were not of God. In the end, it all comes
to a climatic end with abuse, betrayal and a way of escape at
the cost of almost losing her daughter.
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO TAKE YOUR NEXT
STEP Do you believe there's more to life - and just aren't sure
how to move forward? Are you feeling stuck or facing a
challenge - and don't know what to do about it? Do you have
a big dream - but nay-sayers are telling you, "It'll never
work"? Are you ready for a new adventure - and would love to
know what that looks like? If you said yes to any of the
questions above, you've come to the right source for answers
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that will help you transform your life, starting today. With her
trademark combination of humor and wisdom, life balance
expert and frequent Oprah guest Mary LoVerde will help you
shine a light on what is holding you back. She'll challenge you
to face the reasons why, and then offer you an abundance of
valuable lessons to help you lead the life you want now ... not
someday. Are you ready to quit what's not working and kickstart what does? If so, take your next step and say yes to The
Invitation. Mary LoVerde is an internationally acclaimed Hall
of Fame speaker and the author of three best-selling books: "I
Used to Have a Handle on Life but It Broke," "Stop Screaming
at the Microwave" and "Touching Tomorrow."
www.maryloverde.com
Franklyn was born into a gritty north of England town. His
expected path through life would have him live out his years
in the manner of that town’s baseline existence. But it wasn’t
to be. Perhaps he was pre-selected to break rank so that
bigger dreams could be fulfilled. Whatever the prime force
may have been, he was to know a different life. Perhaps, too,
the corridors of our own reality are flimsier than we believe!
On the other side of the wall may lie another path. As
Franklyn himself discovers, a perceived reality can be as real
as reality itself.

Every day, legacy business models and traditional best
practices are transforming around us, driven by
technologies like AI, blockchain, 5G, and quantum
computing that are radically altering our future vision. As
a leader and innovator, you're facing an accelerating
pace of change that makes it more difficult than ever to
navigate the murky future.
The Resiliency rEvolution is your stress solution. Rather
than letting stress diminish your life, you can become
more resilient to it. Using your primitive hardwiring to
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your advantage, you can learn how to recover from
stress more quickly and raise your threshold for it.
Utilizing realistic and manageable tactics, you'll soon be
on your way toward a more resilient life.It's time to join
the rEvolution! Work with your body to realize your full
potential and to perform at your absolute
best—professionally and personally—in the face of stress.
Reproduction of the original: Napoleon Bonaparte by
John S.C. Abbott
Seeing the writing on the wall, one of Spain's largest
unions began secretly arming workers throughout the
country. The anarcho-syndicalist union evolved from
overseeing workers' defense to organizing armed
resistance to the Fascist coup. From there, it
administered entire militias and finally coordinated
industrial self-management and food distribution, leading
a revolution within the Spanish Civil War. A fascinating
new history and a lively narrative of ordinary men and
women making history. Agustín Guillamón is an
independent historian and the author of The Friends of
Durruti Group, 1937–39 and The Committees
Revolution.
A portrait of the supportive wife of President John Adams
details the life of this extraordinary woman who used her
love for learning, for her family, and for her country to
shape the early history of the United States.
NALI By Esther Henry In an era of darkness, mystery,
tropical jungles and cannibalism, Nali tries to buck the
ancient traditions, only to find herself deeply entrenched
in them. As a young girl full of dreams, she is given to a
tribal elder in marriage and quickly learns that her
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girlhood dreams could be shattered overnight. The rain
forest held a secret refuge that only Nali knew, where
she took her dreams and her delusions. Will she be
forced to succumb to a subservient role the rest of her
life, or can she overcome the hopelessness that comes
with isolation, ignorance and tradition? Deep in the heart
of New Guinea lies the village of Mendoka, beautifully
camouflaged from the rest of the world. Although the
village has yet to be discovered, the outside world would
soon have an influence on their lives. An interruption to
their peaceful simplicity would both terrify them and
cause them to search for answers. Readers will be able
to follow the lives of those who lived in a much simpler
time and become immersed in the culture that controlled
their everyday existence.
Contributions by Chris Myers Asch, Emilye Crosby,
David Cunningham, Jelani Favors, Françoise N. Hamlin,
Wesley Hogan, Robert Luckett, Carter Dalton Lyon,
Byron D'Andra Orey, Ted Ownby, Joseph T. Reiff,
Akinyele Umoja, and Michael Vinson Williams Based on
new research and combining multiple scholarly
approaches, these twelve essays tell new stories about
the civil rights movement in the state most resistant to
change. Wesley Hogan, Françoise N. Hamlin, and
Michael Vinson Williams raise questions about how civil
rights organizing took place. Three pairs of essays
address African Americans' and whites' stories on
education, religion, and the issues of violence. Jelani
Favors and Robert Luckett analyze civil rights issues on
the campuses of Jackson State University and the
University of Mississippi. Carter Dalton Lyon and Joseph
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T. Reiff study people who confronted the question of how
their religion related to their possible involvement in civil
rights activism. By studying the Ku Klux Klan and the
Deacons for Defense in Mississippi, David Cunningham
and Akinyele Umoja ask who chose to use violence or to
raise its possibility. The final three chapters describe
some of the consequences and continuing questions
raised by the civil rights movement. Byron D'Andra Orey
analyzes the degree to which voting rights translated into
political power for African American legislators. Chris
Myers Asch studies a Freedom School that started in
recent years in the Mississippi Delta. Emilye Crosby
details the conflicting memories of Claiborne County
residents and the parts of the civil rights movement they
recall or ignore. As a group, the essays introduce
numerous new characters and conundrums into civil
rights scholarship, advance efforts to study African
Americans and whites as interactive agents in the
complex stories, and encourage historians to pull civil
rights scholarship closer toward the present.
"'On the origin of Mind' is a detailed description of how
the mind works. It explains the dynamics from the
neuronal level upwards to the scale of group behaviour,
society and culture."--Publisher's website.
In the speeches and articles collected in this book, the
black activist, organizer, and freedom fighter Stokely
Carmichael traces the dramatic changes in his own
consciousness and that of black Americans that took
place during the evolving movements of Civil Rights,
Black Power, and Pan-Africanism. Unique in his belief
that the destiny of African Americans could not be
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separated from that of oppressed people the world over,
Carmichael's Black Power principles insisted that blacks
resist white brainwashing and redefine themselves. He
was concerned not only with racism and exploitation, but
with cultural integrity and the colonization of Africans in
America. In these essays on racism, Black Power, the
pitfalls of conventional liberalism, and solidarity with the
oppressed masses and freedom fighters of all races and
creeds, Carmichael addresses questions that still
confront the black world and points to a need for an
ideology of black and African liberation, unification, and
transformation.
Beyond the Happening uncovers the heterogeneous,
uniquely interdisciplinary performance-based works that
emerged in the aftermath of the early Happenings. By
the mid-1960s Happenings were widely declared
outmoded or even ‘dead’, but this book reveals how
many practitioners continued to work with the form
during the late 1960s and 1970s, developing it into a
vehicle for studying interpersonal communication that
simultaneously deployed and questioned contemporary
sociology and psychology. Focussing on the artists Allan
Kaprow, Marta Minujín, Carolee Schneemann and Lea
Lublin, it charts how they revised and retooled the
premises of the Happening within a wider network of
dynamic international activity. The resulting
performances directly intervened in the wider discourse
of communication studies, as it manifested in the politics
of countercultural dropout, soft power and cultural
diplomacy, alternative pedagogies, sociological art and
feminist consciousness-raising.
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The rapid evolution of information technology (IT) is
transforming our society and its institutions. For the most
knowledge-intensive entities of all, research universities,
profound IT-related challenges and opportunities will
emerge in the next decade or so. Yet, there is a sense
that some of the most significant issues are not well
understood by academic administrators, faculty, and
those who support or depend on the institutionâ€™s
activities. This study identifies those information
technologies likely to evolve in the near term (a decade
or less) that could ultimately have a major impact on the
research university. It also examines the possible
implications of these technologies for the research
universityâ€"its activities (learning, research, outreach)
and its organization, management, and financingâ€"and
for the broader higher education enterprise. The
authoring committee urges research universities and
their constituents to develop new strategies to ensure
that they survive and thrive in the digital age.
A Landmark Message from His Holiness the Dalai Lama:
Are we ready to hear it? Are we ready to act? I call on
you to confront the challenges of our era by rising up and
embarking upon a revolution that has no precedent in
human history THE "IMPASSIONED"* INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER: This eloquent, urgent manifesto is
possibly the most important message the Dalai Lama
can give us about the future of our world. It’s his rallying
cry, full of solutions for our chaotic, aggressive, divided
times: no less than A CALL FOR REVOLUTION.
*Publishers Weekly, starred review
Stokely Carmichael, the charismatic and controversial
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black activist, stepped onto the pages of history when he
called for "Black Power” during a speech one Mississippi
night in 1966. A firebrand who straddled both the
American civil rights and Black Power movements,
Carmichael would stand for the rest of his life at the
center of the storm he had unleashed that night. In
Stokely, preeminent civil rights scholar Peniel E. Joseph
presents a groundbreaking biography of Carmichael,
using his life as a prism through which to view the
transformative African American freedom struggles of the
twentieth century. During the heroic early years of the
civil rights movement, Carmichael and other civil rights
activists advocated nonviolent measures, leading sit-ins,
demonstrations, and voter registration efforts in the
South that culminated with the passage of the Voting
Rights Act in 1965. Still, Carmichael chafed at the slow
progress of the civil rights movement and responded with
Black Power, a movement that urged blacks to turn the
rhetoric of freedom into a reality through whatever
means necessary. Marked by the assassinations of
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, Jr., a wave of urban
race riots, and the rise of the anti-war movement, the late
1960s heralded a dramatic shift in the tone of civil rights.
Carmichael became the revolutionary icon for this new
racial and political landscape, helping to organize the
original Black Panther Party in Alabama and joining the
iconic Black Panther Party for Self Defense that would
galvanize frustrated African Americans and ignite a
backlash among white Americans and the mainstream
media. Yet at the age of twenty-seven, Carmichael made
the abrupt decision to leave the United States,
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embracing a pan-African ideology and adopting the
name of Kwame Ture, a move that baffled his supporters
and made him something of an enigma until his death in
1998. A nuanced and authoritative portrait, Stokely
captures the life of the man whose uncompromising
vision defined political radicalism and provoked a
national reckoning on race and democracy.
Longer working hours, later retirement, lousy pensions hardly the life of leisure we were promised for the 21st
century! We also have dirty hospitals, troops without
proper equipment and schools that provide an appalling
standard of education. So what went wrong and what
can we do about it?This book provides an introduction in
straightforward English to the Real Economics of real
resources and real people's lives.
This short but richly detailed memoir by Thomas
Jefferson offers a rare autobiographical glimpse into the
fascinating mind of this Founding Father during the
tumultuous events of his remarkable public career. In
addition to being America's third President, Jefferson
was Minister to France during the early stages of the
French Revolution, wartime Governor of Virginia,
Washington's Secretary of State and Vice President
during the John Adams administration. This new edition
of the Autobiography includes an essay on Jefferson by
historian Elbert Hubbard.
Judith's marriage to Adam is failing fast. Despite her best
efforts, his attention is entirely taken up by his law
practice while her existence-if he remembers it-is merely
something to criticize. Thankfully, Judith has an antique
shop and her best friend and business partner, Susan, to
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keep her focused on the good things in life. Tired of
being overlooked and undervalued, Judith decides to
leave her husband and reconnect with herself as a single
woman rather than as Adam's wife. Soon, Judith's world
expands to include a support group of women also facing
divorce. Slowly learning to extend to herself the same
compassion she offers her friends, Judith begins to
rediscover her own value as a person and as a woman.
And her efforts don't go unnoticed. While Judith rebuilds
her life, with the encouragement of her growing circle of
friends, a secret admirer starts leaving thoughtful gifts on
her doorstep-which she begins to hope will lead to a faceto-face meeting. A celebration of friendship and love,
where every character counts, "The Things That Fall
Away" is an insightful story that brings to light the beauty
of everyday things and the wonder of being truly
cherished.
Escape from the everyday stresses in your life and unwind
with Chromalaxing, Kaleidoscope Series, Adult Coloring Book
#1. The first book in this great new series. Forty intricately
and delightfully designed images. Printed one side per page.
The reverse side includes the image number so you can
leave your thoughts and specific feedback for us per image.
Your finished work may be suitable for framing or gift giving.
Our website (http://www.chromalaxing.com) features fun art
contests. Enter today and show us your masterpiece for a
chance to win great prizes. Vote for your favorites too. Our
designs offer a pleasing variety in image complexity suitable
for beginner to expert-level. Provides unlimited hours of
relaxing stress relief, as well as an enjoyable artistic outlet.
Tap into the soothing and rejuvenating effects that coloring
has been shown to produce. Join countless adults all over the
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world and rediscover the fun and relaxing hobby of coloring.
Grab your pencils, pens... relax and explore your creative
side today.
"That Girl From the Dummy Line" is a first person account of
growing up in severe poverty in the delta farm region of
northeastern Arkansas in 50s and 60s in a tar-papered shack
built on a dirt road known as the dummy line. The dummy line
girl was the third of ten children born to an illiterate farmer
and his wife, who didn't understand their daughter's love of
education or her desire to go to college as she excelled in
school. Indeed, they actively attempted to prevent her from
leaving home to seek a college degree. The dummy line girl
spent much of her childhood working in the cotton fields.
Farm work and other chores took a toll on the dummy line
girl's ability to stay on track with her studies and goals.
Further complicating her life was a dysfunctional relationship
with her parents and an abusive older sister. The local public
school system became her refuge and provided her with the
hope she needed in order to plan a better future for herself.
This is a story about a girl who refused to accept the path
given her by accident of birth - a girl who wanted more and
believed she deserved more and was willing to work for it.
If you want to go up the ladder of success, if you want to get
what you want, if you want to fulfill that "burning desire" that
keeps your mind busy all the time and you do not do
something about it, if you want to do "that thing" that you
wanted to do some day but you never got a chance to do so,
you must take your hands out of your pockets, roll up your
sleeves, and take action now. You cannot sit still and expect
the elevator of success to come down and take you to the
peak. It has not happened to anyone. It will not happen to you
either, guaranteed! Over the past several years I have helped
many people like you to take their hands out of their pockets
and climb their ladder of success. I have spent quality time
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with them, listened to them, felt their pain, assisted them in
taking the right path, and made sure they came out of the
process successful and fulfilled. I want to help you too. If you
are committed to YOUR success and want to get what you
truly want, this book is an excellent start. Are you ready for
the journey?
Eleven talented authors challenged with just one condition-tell
ten stories in exactly 434 words each. Flash fiction in a
streamlined package. Quick hitting pieces across several
different genres designed to highlight the craft and art of
modern storytelling. Names you may be familiar with, like R.
MonaLeza, Corey Michael Smithson, Paul Grimsley, and
Jinxie G, combined with some of the most promising artistsMichael Lawrence, Amy Kay, Ben Umstead, John P.
Marentay, Broadie Thornton, Rob CL, and Angel Ashtonmakes this an anthology you won't want to miss.
Based on unprecedented access to both Cuban and
American officials, a book that offers fresh insight into one of
history's most enigmatic relationships between nationstates—from one of America's best-known voices of political
and social activism. Listen, Yankee! offers an account of
Cuban politics from Tom Hayden's unique position as an
observer of Cuba and as a US revolutionary student leader
whose efforts to mobilize political change in the US mirrored
the radical transformation simultaneously going on in Cuba.
Chapters are devoted to the writings of Che Guevara, Régis
Debray, and C. Wright Mills; the Cuban missile crisis; the
Weather Underground; the assassination of JFK; the strong
historical links between Cuba and Africa; the Carter era; the
Clinton era; the Cuban Five; Elián González; and the
December 17, 2014 declaration of normalization by
presidents Obama and Castro. Hayden puts the present
moment into historical context, and shows how we're finally
finding common ground to the advantage of Cubans and
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Americans alike.
New York City was being systematically crippled by crimes
committed in a very organized fashion. Communities and
neighborhoods were paralyzed with fear. Just when all hope
seemed lost, the tide turned. Rumors spread about a group of
renegade crime fighters with extraordinary powers. They
called themselves, The Unbeatables. Henry Fleming
(Strongman) was their leader. They were superhero pioneers.
No flashy names. No dazzling uniforms. As a result of their
heroic efforts, The Unbeatables introduced Genvars (Genetic
Variations) to a skeptical world that up to that point
considered the occasional grainy video footage of someone
displaying abnormal powers to be nothing more than a hoax.
Soon, more Genvars came out of hiding. But their
assimilation into society was met with resistance and
trepidation. Civil unrest was threatening the very foundation
of the country. The government held controversial hearings to
deal with the fear and unrest that was crippling the country.
Genvars desperately needed a leader to unite and represent
them. They wanted Strongman. Through his own
chronological narrative, Henry Fleming gives us an
unabashed accounting of his extraordinary life. Whether it's
the searing pain of a broken heart, the unapologetic
dispensing of justice, or his lifelong search for the answer to
the same question we each ask ourselves. Why Am I here?
Sometimes it's not who we think we are that matters as much
as who other people believe we are.
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